Persistent’s AppInsights is like Google Analytics for Appian—it provides valuable insights into tasks, actions, users and performance of SAIL forms grouped by application.

Leveraging Appian process reports and log files, AppInsights provides Appian application owners complete visibility into application usage and performance. Users can drill down from applications to actions to processes to sub-processes to tasks, providing complete visibility to usage of the complete Appian instance, grouped by application.

**Application View**

Apply the ‘Application Lens’ to all Appian task metrics. Which application was busy at what time?

**Performance Insights**

How did each SAIL form in each application perform? Min, max, mean and initial load times.

**User Insights**

Visibility to historic data from log files. Who logged in when, and did what? The complete audit trail of actions in a session.

**Application Usage**

Reporting ready-to-share charts and graphs on application usage.

**Task Insights**

Complete drill down from applications to actions to processes to sub-processes to tasks, at any point in time in the past. Process archival not an issue.

**Plug and Play**

No changes required on the existing process models. Just deploy and get insights.